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Abstract

This paper examines distribution center relocation where a firm needs to move from a current distribution center to a new distribution center in a different location. The authors present a decision framework as well as a case study of a pharmaceutical distribution company that recently underwent a distribution center relocation. One of the major factors in determining how to accomplish this relocation is the customers’ service expectations especially if customers will not tolerate a disruption in deliveries or if they expect all product to be a single delivery. The capabilities of the firm to handle operate both distribution centers simultaneously is another consideration. Lastly, firms need to determine the cost of the relocation including transportation, inventory, and additional picking costs.
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1. Introduction

The distribution center (DC) plays an important role in supply chain operations with the movement of products from manufacturers to end customers. Distribution center location and network design has been studied for many years, but one issue that remains relatively unstudied is the relocation of a distribution center—the process of moving existing distribution operations to a new facility. Among the major considerations is the expectation of the customers who may require daily delivery of product. Also playing a role is the capability of the distribution firm to handle the move: can they complete the move with no disruption in service which may require processing orders from both warehouses as the firm transitions to the new DC location. In addition, the costs associated with various relocation strategies must be evaluated. This paper profiles a pharmaceutical distribution company that recently conducted a DC relocation from one suburban location to another in a major American city.

This paper describes a large pharmaceutical distributor (titled XYZ for purposes of this paper) with a new state-of-the-art (LEED certified) distribution center with pick-to-light and automated A-frames. The existing facility was leased and increased demand was causing distribution costs to increase to an unacceptable level. XYZ has approximately 32,000 stock-keeping units (SKUs), 5000 pallets of inventory and processes about 240,000 lines each week to almost 1400 customers ranging from pharmacies, hospitals, nursing homes and doctor’s offices. The majority of these customers are served from hubs where the sealed totes from XYZ are transferred to several local shipping companies for final delivery. In the past, XYZ distribution centers are traditionally moved over a single weekend; however, management is considering moving over a longer time period to address customer service concerns, such as, service interruptions, missed deliveries, incorrect orders and labor constraints. Risk is a major concern for XYZ as hospitals, pharmacies, and other health care outlets rely on them to make error-free next-day deliveries. Picking errors can also severely affect XYZ’s relationship with their customers with the potential of millions of dollars in lost revenue if a customer switches to another pharmaceutical distributor. This firm is chosen as it is similar to many distribution firms in that it has a large number of SKUs and processes a large number of orders each day.

2. Literature Review

Literature addressing the process of relocating a distribution center is rather limited. Min and Melachrinoudis [1] present a real-world case involving relocation of a combined manufacturing and distribution facility. The authors used analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to design the configuration of the supply chain networks and to assess the viability of the proposed sites from a supply chain perspective. For this paper we will assume that the location has already been determined and we are only interested in the move process. This means that all the literature on facility location and network design is not relevant for this paper.

Economides and Fok [2] develop a small-scale mixed integer programming model to evaluate warehouse relocation or modernization at Lockheed Missiles and Space Company’s complex in Sunnyvale, California. Major cost categories were facility, operation, and transportation costs. The practitioner literature provides two additional examples of relocation. Mix [3] states that moving a distribution center is a major undertaking and the most important part is planning. The effort involved in making a detailed plan forces a firm’s thinking and minimizes the number of problems and “surprises” during the actual move. The author states that when customers hear of a possible impending shutdown, they tend to over-order, creating a significant workload just when a firm needs it least. Of course, having the heavy order load prior to the move can be of benefit, as there is less workload while “learning” to operate in the new facility. Also a firm needs a plan to handle customer requirements during the move and if the firm is contemplating shutting down for an extended period of time, the firm should develop a plan for handling emergency orders. Kempfer [4] describes the move of Diebold into a new distribution center with their goal of making the move transparent to their customers. However, the author only briefly discusses the potential problems of missing parts or inefficiencies associated with the longer move period chosen by the Diebold managers.

While the logistics literature is limited, the systems literature provides several relevant insights for the relocation problem. In one of the earliest models for managing organizational change it is argued that change is a three-step process: unfreeze, move, and refreeze [5] [6]. The first step is to unfreeze the existing norms and habits so change is possible. The second step is to move or transition from the old system to the new. This transition or migration plan must address many issues to facilitate this transition. Within this must be a conversion strategy to determine the method of switching from the old to the new system. A business contingency plan must be developed to handle any problems that arise during the transition. The final part of the migration plan involves assisting people who are affected by the new system to understand the change and to motivate them to adapt to the new system. The third step in Lewin’s model is to refreeze the new system as the habitual way of performing the work to ensure that the new system successfully becomes the standard way of performing the business process [5] [6]. An important part of this step is a project assessment to evaluate the process to identify what went well and what could be improved upon in the future.

Dennis, Wixom, and Roth [7] state that implementing a conversion strategy involves three different aspects: the conversion style or how abruptly the change is made, the conversion locations or the organizational span of the change, and the conversion modules or the extent to which a system is introduced. The conversion style can be made abruptly or gradually. An abrupt change is called a direct conversion and it involves an instant re-
placement of the old system with the new system. Direct conversion is simple and straightforward, but also risky as any problems not detected during testing may seriously disrupt the organization’s ability to function. A more gradual conversion is made with parallel conversion in which both the old and the new systems are used simultaneously for a period of time. Parallel conversion reduces risk by providing the organization with a fallback option if major problems are encountered with the new system, but it does add expense since both systems require resources to operate. Grabowski and Roberts [8] discuss lessons learned in mitigating risk in large-scale systems. The necessity for good communication cannot be overemphasized as it insures that hazards and warnings can be heard. A strong organizational culture is an important risk mitigation measure as empowerment of individuals, groups and the organization to make choices that reinforce organizational culture.

This paper explores a gap in the literature by looking into several warehouse relocation strategies and their cost, customer service and other managerial considerations. A distribution center relocation framework and cost considerations are presented in the next two sections before we summarize key managerial implications in the conclusions.

3. Distribution Center Relocation Framework

Based on the literature and insights gained from discussion with our pharmaceutical distributor, we have developed the following framework (Figure 1) to help supply chain professionals plan and prepare for a DC relocation. This framework focuses on three decisions managers must address regardless of their industry. The first decision examines whether a DC shutdown is possible during the relocation. If another DC can service the customers or if customers have been given enough notice to plan their orders accordingly, then a DC shutdown is possible. When a DC shutdown is possible, managers need to determine the duration of the shutdown. The firm will then need to decide when they should begin shipping all incoming product to the new DC in advance of the relocation. Managers of the firm will also need to plan how the remaining product from the current DC will be moved to the new DC. The speed of this move will depend on the amount of product to be moved, labor and transportation constraints, and the cost of the move especially if it involves overtime or weekend pay additions. Mix [3] discusses how much shutdown time is practical. He suggests the shorter the shutdown, the longer the time to achieve smooth operations after the move. In one situation with a manufacturer’s distribution center, operations were shut down for nearly three weeks with stabilized smooth operations achieved relatively quickly. In another instance, with a distributor moving a much shorter distance, the move was made over a long weekend with a one-business-day shutdown but resulted in excessive overtime for two months afterward. The length of the shutdown will be strongly influenced by senior management, and rightfully so, as it affects all aspects of the business including marketing and sales.

The second decision explores whether it is practical to operate both DCs simultaneously if a shutdown is not possible. If the firm cannot process orders from the two DCs simultaneously, then the DC relocation must take place over a single weekend. To reduce the amount of inventory to be moved, the new stock is delivered to the new DC while inventory is drawn down at the current DC. Advance stocking of the new facility while depleting the stock of the current DC greatly reduces the quantity of merchandise to be moved and experience is gained from receiving and storing merchandise at the new facility [3]. This is a simple strategy but also risky if any problems arise that may lead to a disruption of service [7]. Traditionally, XYZ has completed the relocation move over a one weekend time frame without any disruptions in service. However, some concerns have arose regarding labor and liability issues that may limit the overtime hours employees can work during the weekend. In addition, XYZ has never relocated a DC of this size before.

The third decision explores whether customers can be serviced from both DCs simultaneously. Since customers may perceive shipments from two locations as a disruption in service, DC managers must carefully plan their operations when operating two DCs. The firm can operate both DCs simultaneously, and then there are two possible actions: transition by product or transition by customer.

Transition by product is possible when customer orders can be split and serviced by both DCs. This requires deciding which products get moved and when they get moved by looking at the average demand for the product. The objective of transitioning product is that the workload at the new DC increases at a rate management has determined would be ideal for the relocation. This method would require picking from both locations during the transition and then merging the orders either at the other DC or at the customer location through the use of partial shipments. For our example of XYZ, customers want all products combined in the same tote; therefore this
method is not feasible for XYZ.

The second option is to transition to the new DC by customer. This requires a firm to build up inventory in the new DC and will require the firm to operate both DCs simultaneously. The primary decision for this option is to
identify which customers are transitioned first. We recommend transitioning by customers in three steps. First, move customers with larger amounts of inventory (30 to 50 percent) and smaller amounts of SKUs (10 to 20 percent) as this offers an opportunity to test out the new DC. Also consider the proximity of customers as transitioning closer customers first allows for an opportunity to recover if the new DC has any initial problems. Second, move customers with larger amount of SKUs (50 to 70 percent) irrespective of the amount of inventory as by now the new DC should be operating smoothly. Lastly, move the remainder of the inventory and SKUs as this allows for additional time to move miscellaneous and any potentially hazardous items. Based on analysis of the order data at XYZ, the top twenty customers accounted 51.7 percent of the sales volume at the current DC, but only 4.3 percent of the SKUs making it difficult to have a soft opening at the new DC.

4. Financial Analysis

The analysis of the major costs associated with relocating a DC include transportation to move product from the current DC to the new DC, the labor cost of moving the product, the any additional picking cost (savings) of utilizing the current DC versus a more efficient new DC, and the cost of carrying additional inventory in both DC’s during an extended move. The amount of stock to be moved and the move time-frame is used to calculate the number of truckloads per day required for the move [3]. By translating truckloads per day into man and equipment days, the following analysis compares the manpower and equipment needs to accomplish the move in the allotted time.

Based on XYZ’s inventory records, there are 5000 total pallets of inventory with 500 full pallets and 4500 partial pallets. For the move scenarios involving relocating over two or three weeks, the inventory per move is based on the average quantity of products ordered per week divided by the total amount of product ordered during a week. The number of pallets to be moved is then used to estimate the transportation and move labor cost required to complete the move. To estimate the transportation cost, the number of trucks needed is found by taking the number of pallets to be moved and dividing it by the capacity of the track (26 pallets per truck). The estimated travel time from the current DC to the new DC, including unloading, is 2 hours and 20 minutes. In addition, the time to load a truck is 11 minutes and only two trucks can be loaded at once therefore no more than 24 trucks will be in use at a given time. Assuming 94 trucks are needed to move the inventory, then 70 of those trips will be roundtrips between the current and new DC and 24 will be one-way trips from the current DC to the new DC. The estimated round trip cost is $550 and a one-way trip costs $275 per XYZ’s transportation department.

The total labor hours need to move the product from the current DC onto a truck and then put it away in the new DC was calculated using the following data provided by XYZ. It is estimated that it would take 85 seconds to retrieve a full pallet and move it to the staging area in the current DC. Partial pallets would take 290 seconds as sometimes the product has to be loaded onto a pallet before it can be moved to the current DC’s staging area. To secure the pallets (full and partial) with shrink wrap and load them onto a truck takes 50 seconds. At the new DC it takes 35 seconds to unload a pallet from the truck to the staging area and to remove the shrink wrap. Put away time is 185 seconds for full pallets and 440 seconds for partial pallets. These time estimates are multiplied by the number of full and partial pallets to be moved to determine the required number of workers and then converted into labor cost by using the overtime cost per worker of $23.66 per hour.

The picking operation at the new DC is estimated to be at least 5% more efficient than the current DC due to its improved layout and use of pick-to-light and automated A-frames to handle a majority of the line items. The picking cost of the current DC is $0.36 per line item and the new DC has a picking cost of $0.342 per line item with the 5% efficiency improvement. In a two or three week move scenario, picking costs will increase for each item that is not picked at the new DC versus the current DC. Another drawback of not moving to the new DC over one weekend is the need to carry extra safety stock at the current DC until the move is completed. Using one extra day of product sold as safety stock at the weighted cost of capital of 20% yields $29,477 per week in additional cost of relocating over two or three weeks.

Given the customer requirements that a shutdown is not possible and that order integrity is paramount, the authors completed cost analyses of one, two and three week relocations transitioning by customer as shown in Table 1. Transportation cost is the cost of transporting SKUs from the current DC to the new DC. Move labor cost is the cost of loading the SKUs from the current DC onto trucks and unloading the SKUs from the trucks to their new storage locations in the new DC. Additional picking cost is the cost associated by not having SKUs
processed in the new facility with its improved layout and modern picking technologies. Lastly, the inventory cost is the cost of carrying additional safety stock to process orders from both DCs simultaneously. Since the new XYZ distribution center is 5% more efficient than the current DC, the longer transition scenarios XYZ picking costs increase for each item that is not picked at the new DC. A drawback of not moving to the new DC over one weekend is the need to carry extra safety stock at the current DC until the move is completed. The difference in operations (transportation, move labor, and picking) cost between the three scenarios is roughly less than $50,000 with the two week move having the lowest cost.

The two and three week scenarios have the following advantages over a one week transition. First, they require less temporary labor compared to a one week transition. There is also a decreased opportunity for errors as a result of moving all inventory over two or three weeks and the reduced managerial stress as a result of not moving all operations in one week. Lastly, the new DC will have the opportunity for a soft opening. However, these options also have several disadvantages. First, there are higher inventory costs because safety stock will be needed for two DCs and there may be higher overhead costs due to operating two DCs simultaneously for two or three weeks. There is also the increased managerial stress of operating two DCs simultaneously for two or three weeks. Lastly, the new DC is technologically advanced and more efficient than the current DC, but XYZ will not be able to take full advantage of that efficiency until end of the second week.

Based on the relatively small difference in total cost between these various transition strategies, the authors realized that attempting to evaluate the various move strategies with more detailed analysis would be pointless especially given XYZ’s number one priority during the move-no interruption of service and maintaining order integrity in order to keep customer satisfaction high. For firms relocating DCs the potential cost savings of various move strategies may outweigh the customer service and managerial implications.

5. Conclusion

This paper examines the major considerations in distribution center relocation. For many firms today, the concerns of customer satisfaction are of upmost importance as evidenced by the example of XYZ pharmaceutical distributor with the expectation of timely and accurate delivery of pharmaceutical products to hospitals, pharmacies, and doctor’s offices. A firm also needs to assess their capabilities in being able to either complete the relocation quickly or process customer orders simultaneously from two distribution centers while transitioning to the new DC. Lastly, in the competitive global marketplace, a firm must evaluate the cost of various relocation strategies. Regardless of the relocation strategy, a firm must carefully plan for any contingency as their reputation in the marketplace is at stake. The final decision in determining a relocation strategy is dependent on all these factors but also the firm’s corporate culture. This research is applicable to every type of distribution firm whether small or large and for any kind of product line as the issues of cost, customer requirements and capabilities are important even if they may differ in relative importance. Clearly, this paper that looks into the managerial and strategic decisions involved in the choice of relocation transitions is much needed in this stream of research.
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